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A NOTE FROM ELIZABETH

DIRECTOR'S NOTE

ABOUT KROETZ
Franz Xaver Kroetz is one of the most distinguished living German
playwrights. He was born in Munich, West Germany in 1946. As a
young man, he worked odd jobs such as banana cutter, truck driver,
and orderly in a mental hospital, before becoming an internationally
acclaimed playwright. His dramas are influenced by the socially-
critical plays of Ödön von Horvath and Marieluise Fleisser, as well the
German tradition of the “folk play.” But Kroetz developed his own

distinctive voice in order to examine social issues that remain timely. His plays are often comprised of
succinct scenes which begin and end abruptly. His characters are often of low socio-economic status, unable
to express themselves. Thus, dialogue in a Kroetz play tends to be terse, punctuated by silences. Occasionally,
there are even entire scenes without dialogue. Some of his major plays are Request Concert (1971), Farmyard
(1972), The Nest (1974), Through the Leaves (1976), and Mensch Meier (1977). His work has also been adapted
into television and film, including Jail Bait (1972), directed by celebrated filmmaker Rainer Werner
Fassbinder.

We started Rainshadow Studios last year with a dream and a hope. A dream of a world where people and our
planet coexisted in balance, and a hope that people would come together to do something about it. And an
urgency to confront the defining issue of our time: climate change.

I am always asked, "I'm just one person, what can I do?" In speaking last week to Professor Winston Chow,
SMU Associate Professor and Climate Researcher, he said, "Talk about it. Learn about it. And then gather in
communities to do something about it."

So this is us, doing what we do best — making art — and reaching out past the divide between you and me,
with the hope that we can co-create a new world together. Thank you for your support, for being a part of this
journey, and for joining us for our inaugural production, The Nest.

Kroetz plays have several distinctive elements: succinct scenes; characters of low socio-economic status;
laconic dialogue; a combination of unflinching realism with fable-like narratives.
In The Nest, a low-income couple with an unplanned pregnancy aspire to a middle class family lifestyle. The
play uses this scenario to explore interwoven themes such as capitalism, obedience, and environmental
destruction.
We have set this German play in Singapore circa 1974, the year The Nest was written. The spartan design
reflects the script’s anti-materialistic themes and foregrounds the characters. What evolves is a kind of “poor
theatre.” The actors evoke a world. A blanket becomes a lake. An infant is created with gesture.
Honored to be part of Rainshadow Studios’ inaugural production.
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THE WORLD OF THE PLAY

Rapid industrialisation of the 1960s and influx of new industries led to rapidly growing
affluence for the middle class. GDP per capita grew from ~$500 in 1965 to ~$1,000 by 1970
and $2,500 by 1975. More households could afford "new luxuries" such as televisions and
fridges. This industrialisation was hard on the workers who bore the brunt of socio-economic
change in this period. The working class was asked to bear with the changes for the sake of
future benefits. 

Rivers and waterways were polluted partly due to rapid industrialisation in the 1960s/early
1970s. Regulation of trade effluents only began in the mid to late 1970s with the creation of
the Ministry of Sustainability and the Environment (MSE) in 1972 and the Water Pollution
Control and Drainage Act in 1975.



THE WORLD OF THE PLAY
The Singapore Family Planning
and Population Board created the
"Stop-at-Two" campaign to
encourage family planning in
1966. Increasing incentives and
disincentives were put in place
from 1968 to 1972. Couples were
encouraged to have fewer
children than prior generations
did, and children became more
precious.

In a world before screens and the internet, leisure often involved picnics and unstructured play around
canals, beaches, and the outdoors.

Children playing in Alexandra canal (1974)

East Coast Swimming Lagoon (1976)

Changi Beach (1973)

Charity event behind Tanglin Shopping Centre (December 1974)



CAST
Te Hao Boon (Kurt) is an actor and multidisciplinary artist. They graduated from NAFA with a
Diploma in Theatre (English Drama). They have worked with companies such as The Necessary
Stage, Pink Gajah Theatre, and The Second Breakfast Company, and performed in festivals such
as Twenty-Something Theatre Festival, Asian Youth Theatre Festival, and Singapore Writers
Festival. In 2021, they were one of 20 selected participants for The Necessary Stage's Devising
with Actors and Playwrights, a five-month training programme led by Haresh Sharma.

Ethel Yap (Martha) is an actress who has appeared in numerous theatre and television
productions in a variety of lead and supporting roles. Her work includes the Singapore stagings
of Tribes by Nina Raine and Urinetown: The Musical, Liao Zhai Rocks, Beauty World, Lao Jiu: The
Musical, Four Horse Road, Untitled Women, and PROJECT Utopia. As a singer-songwriter, she
released her debut EP in 2017 and continues to write music that centres on themes of identity
and meaning in the folk genre. Ethel is also a passionate arts educator and mummy of one very
active little boy!

Jonathan Vandenberg (Director) is a director based in Singapore. New York: Oresteia
(Classic Stage Company); The Kingdom (Mabou Mines); The Crossing of the Visible (Center for
Performance Research); Tantalus (Site-specific); Festenmacher with director Robert Woodruff
(NYU Grad Acting). US Regional: Iago: Images Unseen (Cutting Ball Theater); Axis Mundi
(Middlebury College Museum of Art); Landscape, Far Away, and Amnesiac (Berkeley Chamber
Theatre); Young California Writers Project (Magic Theatre). International: The Suppliants
(Theatre Jeock, Seoul). Faculty: Yale-NUS College; Carnegie Mellon University; Vanderbilt
University; Middlebury College. MFA Directing, Columbia University School of the Arts.

Elizabeth Mak (Producer, Set & Lighting Designer) is an interdisciplinary artist and
theatrical designer. She founded Rainshadow Studios to make art for climate action. She
believes in the power of visual, immersive and experiential storytelling to change mindsets and
move hearts to action in our communities. As a designer, she has worked on Broadway, off-
Broadway, regionally in the US, and in Europe, China and Singapore. Major designs include
project Salome (T:>Works); The Chinese Lady (The Public Theater); The Tricky Part (The Barrow
Group); Miss You Like Hell (Baltimore Center Stage); The Square Root of Three Sisters
(International Festival of Arts and Ideas). MFA Yale School of Drama. elizabethmak.com. 

Johanna Pan (Costume Designer) is a Costume and sometimes Scenic designer for Theatre,
Film, Dance and Opera, a textile and visual artist, as well as host and co-producer of the
podcast “Dirty Laundry: Unpacking the Costume Closet”. They first discovered theatrical design
while competing in the creative-thinking competition Odyssey of the Mind and has never looked
back. Johanna’s artistic practice is centred around decolonising the imagination, breaking down
the notions of feminised labor and anti-racism. They continue to harbor hope for a more
sustainable humankind in the face of adversity and dreams of a future filled with equity,
inclusion and diversity. BFA: Ithaca College, MFA: NYU/TISCH. @jpandesign

ARTISTIC

http://elizabethmak.com/


PRODUCTION
Tan Xin You (Performance Stage Manager) 's heart beats faster when there is good
lighting in a production. They like to draw snails and is most recently interested in creating
ecological children stories. 

Patricia Gabriel (Rehearsal Stage Manager, Deck Manager) recently graduated from her
1-year Technical Theatre Traineeship programme at the Esplanade. She has since worked with
The Necessary Stage, Singapore Lyric Opera, Little Dance Academy and Music Theatre Limited
on various roles under production. Patricia aims to be a strong advocate for minority
representation in the theatre and film industry. Her interest is in bringing different cultures
together through drama and the arts. “This has definitely been a wild ride.” – Patricia Gabriel 

Glenna Ng (Wardrobe Coordinator) graduated from NAFA in Fashion Design. Initially a
Fashion Designer, she paved her way to become the Head of Production in the costumes
business. Usually behind the scenes designing and producing costumes and mascots, she
freelances as a Wardrobe Manager, Designer and Costumier for theatre shows and various
events. A few of her works as Wardrobe Manager include Childaid (Dick Lee Asia), Liao Zhai
Rocks Shanghai (The Theatre Practice), Musical Taru (Resort World Theatre), STF (Wildrice
Theatre), 7 Sages of the Bamboo Grove (Toy Factory); as Costumier: Beauty World (SG Street
Festival); as Costume Designer Immortal X (The Theatre Practice), KGB Huayi (Esplanade), Scam
on you’ (Finger Players ).

Kyle Foo (Assistant Director) is a graduating Psychology major from Yale-NUS College, who
has been active in theatre, improv comedy and role-playing games. He has been a member and
leader of the Yale-NUS Improv Troupe for four years, organising Improv comedy workshops and
shows for the Yale-NUS community. He has also performed in a student-led production of the
Broadway musical Next to Normal and the student-created musical Tiwala.

Eugene Chow (Assistant Producer) is a writer and a mover, and an advocate of everything
green. He is fascinated with expression and with anything that moves. He has been strongly
influenced by French physical theatre, having studied at the École internationale de théâtre
Jacques Lecoq. In his spare time, he takes best practices on how to save energy from the
vegetarians around him. 

Ang Xiao Ting (Research Dramaturg) is a director, actor, dramaturg, programmer and
interdisciplinary collaborator. Her practice is informed by the intersection of
theatre/performance with field research and community collaboration to advocate for social
innovation and change. Her current focus involves creating Eco-Theatre works, such as Poppy
and Pickle Party (Practice Tuckshop) and most recently Extinction Feast (Singapore Writers’
Festival 2021, re-run in September 2022). In 2021, Recess Time was shortlisted out of over 700
applications to be featured in the 2021 Social Art Award Book (Berlin) and was also presented
at World Stage Design 2022. angxiaoting.com

http://angxiaoting.com/


Like what we do? Support us in 3 easy steps!

     1. Send your donation through PayNow or PayLah.
     2. Type our UEN #202144610K in or 
         Scan the QR code below:

    3. Drop us a line at hello@rainshadowstudios.org. 

Thank you so much! Rainshadow Studios Limited is a
registered non-profit organisation. 

Founded in 2021, Rainshadow Studios is a group of artists, thinkers, engineers and researchers coming together to
make art centred on the environment and climate change. Our mission is to create art that confronts our

relationship to the climate crisis, inspires a reimagining of a future in balance, and moves people to action. 
 

Climate. Impact. Art. If this vision speaks to you, please contact us at hello@rainshadowstudios.org.
 

Next up: Scarce City, an immersive experience. 
Sign up for our newsletter at rainshadowstudios.org to stay in the loop!

 

Shawn Low (Finance Director) is an experienced operator of tech start-ups and a co-founder
of Unsearch - a knowledge sharing platform for start-up builders. Previously, he was one of the
co-founders of the Softbank-backed fintech Better.com and a board member of its subsidiary
BMTG Advisors. In addition, he serves as a Venture Partner at Iterative Capital (a Y-
Combinator-style incubator for Southeast Asia) and mentors early-stage start-up founders. 
In his spare time, he enjoys competitive squash, kayaking and cooking Singaporean food.

Thammika Songkaeo (Head of Partnerships and Development) is Managing Director of
Two Glasses, which partners with organisations in various capacities to create environmental
change in effective, but often overlooked, ways. Heading Partnerships and Development at
Rainshadow, she is concurrently producing CHANGING ROOM, a film addressing fast fashion
overconsumption at its psychological root (projected: The Projector, Summer 2023). Formerly,
she was a Penn Social Impact House Fellow, World Economic Forum Global Shaper, and Bread
Loaf Environmental Writers Nominee and Scholarship Recipient. MFA Vermont College of Fine
Arts.  

RAINSHADOW STAFF

ABOUT RAINSHADOW
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Carbuyer Singapore revolutionizes the online car marketplace in Singapore as a one stop portal to
acquiring an AI evaluation for your future EV, getting the best quote on it, and even purchasing a vehicle
from trusted dealers. 

From July to December 2022, car buyers can look for more energy-efficient cars or electric cars with
CarBuyer, especially during the Mega Huat Draw. You can stand to walk away with $8,888 monthly when
you purchase a car from any of their participating dealers. Check out the link here:
carbuyer.com.sg/deals/mega-huat-draw

is Singapore’s leading digital wealth platform. Grow all your money like the world’s top investors at the
lowest possible cost with no sales charges and 100% Cashback on trailer fees. Endowus is licensed by
the Monetary Authority of Singapore, so you can grow your Cash, CPF and SRS investments safely and
securely. Invest better, to live better on Endowus.com.*

*Investment involves risk. Past performance is not an indicator nor a guarantee for future performance. Projected performance
is not guaranteed. Please refer to our full disclaimer at sg.endow.us/mas. This advertisement has not been reviewed by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Grain is an online restaurant that is improving lives through meaningful food experiences. Meals are
crafted by chefs with wholesome ingredients and a whole lot of thoughtfulness. grain.com.sg

SPONSORS

SPECIAL THANKS
Thank you to Ashlynn Swauger, Anand Kumar, B&J Fabrics, Carolin Barr & susGain, Cego, Chloe Lee, 
Chloe Soh, Crispian Chan, Dan Wang, Devi Shree, E.S Lady Tailoring and Alteration, Fong Cheng Han,
Geoktuan Loo, Gurjeet Singh & Yale-NUS MICE, Heiko Schulze & Embassy of the Federal Republic of
Germany, James Khoo, Jo & The Sustainability Project, Joel Mak, Joey Cheng, Kenny Chng, Nathaniel Soon,
Noorlinah Mohammed, Olivia Ho & The Straits Times, Pacific Lighting, Reaiah Chan, Rebecca Wong & By
My Old School, Rosica Colin Limited, Samantha Loh, Shernice Low, Siow Chin Yee, Stanley Leong &
CNA938, The Tryft Shop, The Props Collective, Winston Chow, Vincent Ang, and Zane Neo. 
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